
RealLisse FAQs 

Will my client’s hair be st ick straight after RealLisse? 

Depending on the curl pattern of your hair and individual hair resistance, your results will vary. For 
example, if your hair is slightly wavy your results will be softly straight after RealLisse. If you have a 
medium to tight curl, your curl will be relaxed. Curl reduction ranges from 30%-100% 

Does RealLisse eliminate fr izz?  

Realisse will eliminate virtually all frizz. 

Who is a candidate for RealLisse? 

Candidates include anyone who has frizz or unwanetd curl. RealLisse is safe and effective for virgin and 
processed hair. 

Can you use RealLisse on Platinum blonde, Bleached or extremely damaged hair? 

Yes.  It is important to evaluate the condition of the client’s hair prior to RealLisse. For very damaged hair 
we recommend Zerran’s Hair Redemption prior to RealLisse Smoothing Moisture Masque during Step 8 
for protein reconstruction. Continued home use of Hair Redemption with RealLisse Smoothing Moisture 
Masque is recommended. To find out more about Zerran’s Hair Redemption please visit www.zerran.com 

I f my client has only curly hair without fr izz wil l RealLisse work? 

Yes, RealLisse will soften and reduce the curl while making your client’s hair more easily managed.  

I f my client has only fr izz hair without curl wil l  RealLisse work? 

Yes, RealLisse is most productive on frizzy, unruly and difficult hair. Your client will have frizz free hair as 
well as easy manageability when styling.  

Can I use RealLisse on colored hair?  

Yes, RealLisse is compatible with professional and home color services.  

Will my client lose volume by using RealLisse? 

No, your client will continue to have the volume that he or she desires for styling and over all appearance. 
RealLisse eliminates frizz, not natural volume. 

Can my client swim in a chlorine pool or the ocean with RealLisse? 

Yes, we recommend waiting a week to swim in a chlorine pool or in salt water. Regular swimmers should 
use a swim cap. Both chlorine and salt are damaging to the hair’s protein, so your frizz will return faster. 
Zerran recommends using Negate prior to swimming to keep chlorine and salt out of the hair. To find out 
more about Negate, please visit www.zerran.com 

How long does RealLisse last? 

RealLisse lasts 2-4 months with the use of RealLisse aftercare products.  

How soon after RealLisse may I give another treatment? 

You may give an additional treatment within one week to 2 months depending on the desired results by 
your client.  RealLisse results are progressive; this means that additional treatments done within a short 
time will result in further softening of the curl pattern.  



Can I use RealLisse on previously relaxed or straightened hair? 

Yes, RealLisse is compatible with all chemical processes. RealLisse may be overlapped without any 
damage.  

Can I perform RealLisse on hair with extensions? 

Yes, RealLisse is fully compatible with extensions. We recommend that RealLisse be done prior to applying 
the extensions. If the extension hair needs to be smoothed as well, you may RealLisse the extensions 
separately. If the extensions are already in the hair it is important to use caution when performing 
RealLisse as the flat iron could interfere with the extension glue or bead.   

Can I color on the same day as RealLisse?  

We recommend waiting one week after RealLisse before coloring.  However, if you MUST do both in one 
day, we recommend coloring prior to RealLisse.  

How much do you charge for RealLisse Smoothing Service? 

The fee for RealLisse is to be determined by you, the professional. Please take into consideration the value 
of the offered service, time invested as well as your location when determining your fees. 

How soon can my client wash her hair after RealLisse? 

Your client may wash her hair 24 hours after having RealLisse performed. It is also recommended that 
your client avoids clips, or hair ties for the first 24 hours after service.  

How important is i t  that my client uses the RealLisse after care products? 

If they want their results to last, it is really important.  RealLisse retail after care products are specifically 
designed to enhance smoothness, shine and manageability. RealLisse after care products provide moisture 
and keep the hair smooth as intended, as well as prolonging the effects of the treatment. 

How do I know that your system is free of harsh chemicals? 

Please refer to the MSDS and Independent Laboratory Analysis to be found in your kit.  Zerran has been 
a company dedicated to the pro beauty industry for 25 years, and has always provided truthful, safe & 
effective professional products. 

Can my clients perform RealLisse at home? 

No, RealLisse is a professional product that is performed only by a licensed cosmetologist.  

I have a f lat iron that says i t reaches 450F degrees.  Is i t  okay to use it with RealLisse? 

The majority of flatirons that indicate a maximum of 450F degrees may in fact have a fluctuating 
temperature that could negatively affect your results.  This does not mean that it is a bad flatiron.  It may 
just not be the best for RealLisse. For superior results, we recommend that you use a Zerran-approved 
flatiron (available from Zerran or your local distributor) 

What is the shelf l i fe of RealLisse Catalyst? 

Unopened, 1 year/ opened, 6 months if kept in a cool dark place. 


